
WARDROBE 

INTERNAL OPTIONS

AND ACCESSORIES



HOW IT WORKS

When designing your new fitted wardrobe,
you can simply select from our range of pre-
designed modules and accessories.

Create your perfect combination and then
just request a bespoke quote from us.

Remember: We can make any individual
module in any size you like... it's all to suit
your requirements.



Our cabinetry colours.
We offer a wide range of beautiful colours & décors for your internal
options & cabinetry.

All of these colours are available at no extra charge and you can mix
& match cabinet colour and door colour, too!

White Light Grey Dust Grey Cashmere

Mussel Graphite Marine Blue Indigo Blue

Light Green Forest Green Grey Oak Natural Oak

White Pine Concrete

All colours are a smooth matt finish for internal cabinetry. Wood finishes have a slight texture to them.



A
Single hanging rail with upper shelf



B
Double hanging rail with middle shelf



C
Single hanging rail with upper shelf 

and lower shelf



D
Single hanging rail with upper shelf 

and 2 lower shelves



E
Single hanging rail with upper shelf, 

lower shelf and 1 drawer



F
Single hanging rail with upper shelf,

lower shelf and 2 drawers



G
Single hanging rail with 
lower shelf and 3 drawers



H
5 shelves and 2 drawers



I
5 shelves and 3 drawers



J
4 shelves



K
6 shelves



YOUR WARDROBE

Choose from any combination of modules
to build your dream wardrobe. Each module
can be built to your specific measurements.

 
It couldn't be simpler.

F                A                F

YOUR WAY. YOUR HOME.

Want something slightly different to what we offer? 
Just let us know when you request a quote.

 

Example



ACCESSORIES

You can upgrade your wardrobe with any of
the accessories we offer.



Motion-activated rechargeable LED light
 

Light will activate when motion is detected within 8cm of the
sensor. The light stays on for 30 seconds.

 
Attaches to top of cabinet or underside of shelf with 2 screws

 

LED Lighting

Battery Life:               6 hrs (approx 700 activations)
Charging Time:        4 hrs
Charge Connection: USB



Pull-Out Shoe Rack
Adjustable width, from 564 to 1000mm

 
Installed depth of 467mm

 
Extends out up to 448mm

 
The rack is side-mounted into the wardrobe unit with screw fixings and is

made from silver epoxy coated steel.



WIDTH: 351mm     |     HEIGHT: 138mm     |     DEPTH: 455mm
 

Extends out up to 448mm
 

The trouser rack can hold up to 11 pairs of trousers (5KG total). It is mounted
onto the underside of a shelf above and made from silver epoxy coated steel.

Pull-Out Trouser Rack


